The neural systems engaged by intrinsic positive or negative feedback were defined in an associative learning task. Through trial and error, participants learned the arbitrary assignments of a set of stimuli to one of two response categories. Informative feedback was provided on less than 25% of the trials. During positive feedback blocks, half of the trials were eligible for informative feedback; of these, informative feedback was only provided when the response was correct. A similar procedure was used on negative feedback blocks, but here informative feedback was only provided when the response was incorrect. In this manner, we sought to identify regions that were differentially responsive to positive and negative feedback as well as areas that were responsive to both types of informative feedback. Several regions of interest, including the bilateral nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, anterior insula, right cerebellar lobule VI, and left putamen, were sensitive to informative feedback regardless of valence. In contrast, several regions were more selective to positive feedback compared to negative feedback. These included the insula, amygdala, putamen, and supplementary motor area. No regions were more strongly activated by negative feedback compared to positive feedback. These results indicate that the neural areas supporting associative learning vary as a function of how that information is learned. In addition, areas linked to intrinsic reinforcement showed considerable overlap with those identified in studies using extrinsic reinforcers.
The neural systems engaged by intrinsic positive or negative feedback were defined in an associative learning task. Through trial and error, participants learned the arbitrary assignments of a set of stimuli to one of two response categories. Informative feedback was provided on less than 25% of the trials. During positive feedback blocks, half of the trials were eligible for informative feedback; of these, informative feedback was only provided when the response was correct. A similar procedure was used on negative feedback blocks, but here informative feedback was only provided when the response was incorrect. In this manner, we sought to identify regions that were differentially responsive to positive and negative feedback as well as areas that were responsive to both types of informative feedback. Several regions of interest, including the bilateral nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, anterior insula, right cerebellar lobule VI, and left putamen, were sensitive to informative feedback regardless of valence. In contrast, several regions were more selective to positive feedback compared to negative feedback. These included the insula, amygdala, putamen, and supplementary motor area. No regions were more strongly activated by negative feedback compared to positive feedback. These results indicate that the neural areas supporting associative learning vary as a function of how that information is learned. In addition, areas linked to intrinsic reinforcement showed considerable overlap with those identified in studies using extrinsic reinforcers.
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Reinforcement is a fundamental mechanism for shaping behavior. A basic distinction can be made between positive and negative reinforcement. Positive reinforcers, or rewards, serve a number of basic functions. They promote selected behaviors, induce subjective feelings of pleasure and other positive emotions, and maintain stimulus-response associations (Thut et al., 1997) . Negative reinforcement also plays an essential role in shaping behavior. Error signals generated during movement can be used to make rapid on-line adjustments (Ito, 2000) . Negative reinforcers such as the reprimand of a parent or the loss of money are intended to help change behavior in the future by promoting more acceptable actions or wiser decisions.
An important question for investigations of learning is to establish similarities and differences between neural networks that process positive and negative reinforcement signals. Overlapping systems allow the control of behavior in a bidirectional manner: a positive reward promotes the reinforced behavior, whereas a negative reward attenuates that behavior. On the other hand, the computations required for using positive and negative feedback in terms of modifying synaptic efficiency can be quite different (Albus, 1971; Schultz and Dickinson, 2000) , and these might be performed by distinct neural systems. For example, computational models have suggested different learning methodologies for the basal ganglia, cerebellum, and cerebral cortex (Doya, 1999) . The basal ganglia have long been considered to employ reinforcement learning. Neurophysiological recordings have demonstrated that midbrain dopamine neurons initially respond to rewards, but that eventually this response shifts to the conditioned stimulus, suggesting dopamine neurons encode both present and future rewards (Schultz, 1998) . Dopaminergic projections terminate upon corticostriatal synaptic spines, thereby modulating synaptic plasticity and enabling learning to take place. In comparison, motor learning with the cerebellum depends upon the error signal generated by climbing fiber input to the Purkinje cell synapses (Thompson et al., 1997) . This enables both the on-line correction of individual behaviors as well as long-term adjustments for improved performance. The cerebral cortex, however, may engage in unsupervised learning, based upon the concepts of Hebbian plasticity and the reciprocal connections both within and between regions of the cortex (Sanger, 1989; von der Malsburg, 1973) . The integration of these different methodologies may account for a wide variety of motor and cognitive behaviors.
It has been well established through animal and human studies that the basal ganglia play a role in reinforcement and motivation. In humans, neuroimaging has shown, for example, that the ventral striatum responds to numerous rewarding stimuli, including cocaine (Breiter et al., 1997) , money (Breiter et al., 2001; Delgado et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 2003; Thut et al., 1997) , and pleasurable tastes (Berns et al., 2001; McClure et al., 2003a) . It has also frequently been shown to be engaged during conditional motor learning (Toni and Passingham, 1999) . Other regions involved in reward processing include the amygdala and medial frontal areas, which process both appetitive and aversive stimuli (Baxter and Murray, 2002; Everitt et al., 2003; Seymour et al., 2004) , and the insula, which assesses sensory input (Mesulam and Mufson, 1982) and is engaged during uncertainty in decision-making (Casey et al., 2000; Huettel et al., 2005; Paulus et al., 2003 Paulus et al., , 2005 .
In much of this work, the direct manipulation of one type of reinforcer may also, albeit indirectly, provide information about the state of another reinforcer (Breiter et al., 2001; Delgado et al., 2000) . Consider the parent who chooses to use only positive feedback to promote good behavior in her child at a restaurant. Whenever the child uses her utensils properly or makes a polite request, the parent offers praise. If the child reaches over the table or eats with her fingers, the parent becomes silent. The child may readily come to recognize the silence as a negative reinforcer; that is, the absence of positive reinforcement serves as a negative reinforcer. The presence of multiple reinforcers, whether explicit or not, makes it difficult to determine if a neural system is preferentially engaged by a particular class of reinforcement signals.
The preceding example also makes clear that much of human behavior is shaped and guided by intrinsic rewards and motivation as well as extrinsic rewards. It is difficult to tease the two apart, as often an intrinsically rewarding event, such as the subjective pleasure from working on a jigsaw puzzle, might be modulated by the outcome of the event, such as solving the puzzle. Both behavioral and neuroimaging reward paradigms have long focused upon external rewards; few studies have relied on intrinsic reward in studying the reward circuitry (Breiter et al., 2001; Elliott et al., 1997) .
In this pilot study, we examined the neural systems engaged by positive or negative intrinsic reinforcement signals in an associative learning task. Through trial and error, participants learned the arbitrary assignments of a set of stimuli to one of two response categories. An important feature of the study was that the task was designed to assess how neural responses were influenced by feedback valence under conditions in which the absence of one type of reinforcement (e.g., positive) would not indirectly provide the opposite type of reinforcement (e.g., negative). To this end, informative reinforcement was provided on some trials, whereas on other trials neutral, uninformative feedback was given. The type of reinforcing (informative) feedback, positive or negative, was manipulated between scanning runs. Within a scan, the response to a stimulus might be followed by informative feedback or it might be followed by uninformative feedback. Thus, in the positive reinforcement condition, the absence of positive feedback did not provide information that the selected response was incorrect (i.e., serve as negative reinforcement). Similarly, the absence of negative feedback in the negative reinforcement condition did not serve as an indirect positive reinforcer. This design allowed us to isolate neural regions associated with positive or negative reinforcement, uncontaminated by the indirect engagement of systems associated with the other form of reinforcement. The basic question in this study focused upon the degree of overlap and difference between neural regions involved in processing positive and negative intrinsic reinforcement signals.
We employed a region of interest (ROI) analysis to establish further evidence that the amygdala, nucleus accumbens, caudate nucleus, and putamen would play a role in intrinsic feedback and would be sensitive to feedback valence, whereas the insula, a region associated with punishment and negative emotionality, would respond to negative feedback. Because we used an association learning paradigm, we hypothesized that two areas linked to stimulus-response learning -the cerebellum and supplementary motor area (SMA) -would be differentially influenced by feedback valence, due to their established involvement in either error learning and stimulus-response remapping (cerebellum) (Bischoff-Grethe et al., 2002; Rushworth et al., 2002) , response execution (SMA-proper) or response inhibition (pre-SMA) (Garavan et al., 1999) .
Materials and methods

Experimental design
Twelve right-handed participants (five male, seven female) aged 18 to 27 years (average age 20 years) gave written informed consent in accordance with the Dartmouth College human subjects committee. Subjects were told that the study would examine their ability to learn simple response associations through trial and error.
On each trial, the subject saw a single letter stimulus and pressed one of two response keys with either the index or middle finger of the right hand. The stimulus set consisted of all 26 letters, with each letter arbitrarily assigned to one of two response categories (see below). The stimulus was presented for 1.0 s and then replaced by a fixation cross for 0.8 s (Fig. 1 ). Subjects were instructed that they had to respond during the time of the stimulus presentation. If the response was made within 1.8 s of stimulus onset, feedback was provided (see below). The feedback screen was presented for 1.0 s and then replaced by a fixation cross for 1.0 s until the start of the next trial. The entire trial duration was 3.8 s. In addition to these stimulus-present trials, we also included 23% fixation trials in which no stimulus was presented, and the "+" fixation point remained on the screen for the entire 3.8 s duration. The inclusion of these fixation trials allowed for the characterization of event-specific responses in a pseudorandomly designed rapid presentation of all trial types (Friston et al., 1999b) .
Two types of runs were used that differed in terms of feedback. On positive feedback runs, the word "CORRECT" was displayed when a) Fig. 1 . Examples of (A) positive, (B) unknown, and (C) negative feedback trials. A single trial lasted 3.8 s, and subjects had 1.8 s to respond once the stimulus (e.g., the letter 'A') was displayed. Subjects received one of three forms of feedback; positive feedback (occurring in the positive feedback blocks), negative feedback (occurring in the negative feedback blocks), or unknown (occurring in both positive and negative feedback blocks).
the trial was a candidate for informative feedback and b) the response was correct. These trials allowed the subject to learn the correct response association for that stimulus. On average, positive feedback was provided on 27% of the stimulus-present trials. Of the remaining stimulus-present trials, the word "UNKNOWN" was presented as feedback. Similarly, on negative feedback runs, the word "INCORRECT" was displayed when a) the trial was a candidate for informative feedback and b) the response was incorrect; otherwise the word "UNKNOWN" was presented after the response. On average, negative feedback was provided on 18% of the stimulus-present trials on negative feedback runs. The differential occurrence of negative and positive feedback was due to the fact that, as participants learned, the probability for both informative feedback conditions being met was less in the negative feedback condition than in the positive feedback condition. By making the presentation of informative feedback conditional in terms of overall probability as well as the specific response for that trial, subjects were not able to infer the correct response on most of the trials. For example, the absence of positive feedback following a response in a positive run did not imply that the response was incorrect. This design allowed us to compare associative learning on the basis of either positive feedback or negative feedback.
A new subset of sixteen stimuli was selected for each scanning run. During each run, a stimulus was considered "new" if it were being presented for the first time. Subsequent viewings of the same stimulus were either "paired" or "unpaired." Paired stimuli were those in which a prior trial gave informative feedback (i.e., the stimulus was associated with a specific response); unpaired stimuli were those in which no prior trials had provided informative feedback (i.e., all prior trials were uninformative, meaning the stimulus had yet to be associated with a response). Because it was possible within a single run to view the same stimulus multiple times, an adaptive procedure (described below) was used so that new, paired, and unpaired stimuli were equally likely to receive reinforcement and were distributed evenly throughout the scan. This enabled us to look at behavioral differences based upon levels of knowledge with respect to the stimulus-response (S-R) pairs.
A run consisted of 80 trials. Of these, 24 were fixation trials, randomly distributed among the behavioral trials. The 5 behavioral trial types were defined by the type of stimulus (new, unpaired, or paired) and whether it received informative or uninformative feedback. New trials (whether receiving informative or uninformative feedback) were those in which the stimulus had not been viewed previously. The number of "new" stimuli was distributed across the run by equating them to the number of stimuli previously viewed regardless of prior informative feedback. Unpaired, uninformative trials were those in which only uninformative feedback had been given previously to that stimulus, and no feedback was presented on the current trial. Unpaired, informative trials were those in which only uninformative feedback had been given previously, and informative feedback was presented on the current trial. Because either response could, in theory, be correct on these trials, an on-line algorithm was used to categorize the stimuli after the response to ensure that the desired distribution of trial types was maintained. Thus, the response category for each stimulus was not fixed a priori, but determined after the first response to that stimulus on a trial with informative feedback. Paired, uninformative trials were those in which informative feedback had been given previously, and no feedback was presented on the current trial. Paired, informative trials were those in which informative feedback had been given previously. On these trials, feedback was given only if the participant made the appropriate response (the category assignment for a stimulus was fixed once informative feedback had been presented). Each of these 5 trial types was evenly distributed, so that on any given trial, the 5 trial types were equally likely. The first 10 trials in the run consisted of 6 trials with new stimuli and 4 fixation trials. For the remaining 50 non-fixation trials, each trial type occurred 10 times.
The order of the two feedback conditions was counterbalanced: half of the participants started with four blocks of positive feedback followed by four blocks of negative feedback; the order was reversed for the other participants. Participants were given one practice block prior to their first positive scan and first negative feedback scan. At the end of each run, a learning score was presented to motivate the participants. Perfect performance led to a score of 100, chance was 0, and a score of −100 indicated that all of the responses were incorrect. The program only scored trials on which the subject should have known the correct stimulus-response association based upon feedback from a previous trial.
MRI
Eight fMRI runs of 152 scans each were obtained. Functional MRI was performed with gradient-recalled echoplanar imaging (reaction time, 2000 ms; echo time, 35 ms; flip angle, 90°; 64 × 64 matrix; 27 5.5 mm contiguous axial slices) on a GE 1.5 T scanner (Kwong et al., 1992; Ogawa et al., 1992) . A coplanar T1-weighted structural and a high resolution MRI were obtained for each individual for subsequent spatial normalization.
Statistical analysis
The data were analyzed using Statistical Parametric Mapping (SPM2; Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London UK) (Friston et al., 1995) . Motion correction to the first functional scan was performed within subject using a six-parametric rigid-body transformation. The mean of the motion-corrected images was first coregistered to the individual's high-resolution MRI using mutual information, followed by coregistration of the structural MRI. The images were then spatially normalized to the Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) template (Talairach and Tournoux, 1988) by applying a 12-parameter affine transformation followed by a nonlinear warping using basis functions (Ashburner and Friston, 1999) . The spatially normalized scans were then smoothed with a 6 mm isotropic Gaussian kernel to accommodate anatomical differences across participants. Six subjects had one volume in which the slices were improperly reconstructed. These volumes were discarded and replaced with average volumes based upon the volumes directly preceding and following them. Due to technical difficulties, two subjects each lost one positive feedback run, and one subject lost two negative feedback runs. Their remaining data was included in the analysis.
The data were first analyzed with the general linear model on an individual subject basis with an event-related design and convolved with the SPM canonical hemodynamic response function with temporal and dispersion derivative terms. Next, a random effects model was performed to make group statistical inferences (Friston et al., 1999a) , and contrasts (described below) were applied using a false detection rate correction (Genovese et al., 2002) at p b 0.05. We then employed a region of interest (ROI) analysis with small volume correction. Anatomically defined ROIs from an automated atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) were used to restrict analyses to the putamen, caudate nucleus, amygdala, insula, supplementary motor area, and cerebellar lobule VI. Because no anatomical definition of the nucleus accumbens was available, a sphere centered at x, y, z = ±10, 8, −4 with radius = 8 mm was defined. These coordinates have been used in other ROI analyses and are near the ventral striatal foci as defined in previous studies (Breiter et al., 2001; Cools et al., 2002; Delgado et al., 2000) . This ROI partially overlapped the MNI ROI for the putamen (left: 21.2% overlap; right: 2.4% overlap); however, given the variability of the nucleus accumbens location we felt this partial overlap was acceptable.
To determine the extent the ROIs were engaged by informative feedback, we implemented a contrast that compared informative feedback trials to uninformative feedback trials: the runs containing positive feedback were treated separately from those containing negative feedback. That is, we conducted two contrasts, one comparing positive ("CORRECT") feedback trials to uninformative ("UNKNOWN") feedback trials from the same blocks, and a second involving a similar contrast for negative ("INCORRECT") feedback trials. These contrasts included all trials that were followed by feedback, regardless of the overall definition of the trial type (e.g., new, paired, or unpaired).
Results
Behavior
We first examined how well the participants learned the associations under the limited feedback conditions employed in the current study. To this end, we looked at responses on trials to stimuli that had been previously linked to informative feedback (paired trials). Participants responded correctly on 80.69% ± 9.89 (average ± SD) of the paired trials in the positive feedback condition, and 73.62% ± 13.05 in the negative feedback condition. Both values were significantly greater than a chance response of 50% (positive feedback: t(11) = 10.744, p b 0.001; negative feedback: t(11) = 6.271, p b 0.001). Although performance was numerically lower in the negative feedback conditions, this difference was not significant (two-tailed paired sample t-test, t(11) = 1.719, p = 0.114).
Effects of trial type on reaction time (Fig. 2) were also of interest given that they would reflect differences in the processing strategies applied on new, unpaired, and paired stimuli trials. A 3 × 2 ANOVA with trial type (new, unpaired, paired) and feedback condition (positive or negative) as factors revealed a significant difference in the median reaction times for trial type (F(2, 10) = 16.405, p = 0.001) and for condition (F(1, 11) = 6.254, p = 0.029) but no interaction between these factors (F b 1). Thus, it appeared that the effects of feedback on RT were the same for the two types of feedback.
Neural activation
We performed separate comparisons of each type of informative feedback to the uninformative feedback trials from the same runs using random-effects analysis with small volume correction in SPM. Informative feedback trials, whether positive or negative, were associated with significant changes within several of our regions of interest, including the bilateral caudate nucleus, right cerebellar lobule VI, bilateral insula, bilateral nucleus accumbens, left putamen, and bilateral SMA (Table 1, Fig. 3 ). In general, these ROIs tended to activate more strongly (in extent and/or peak T score) in the positive comparison than in the negative comparison. Other regions were specifically activated by one form of feedback but not the other. For runs containing positive feedback, ROI activation was greater on trials with informative feedback for the bilateral amygdala, left cerebellar lobule VI, and right putamen. All of the active ROIs for the negative feedback trials were either more strongly activated or equally activated for the positive feedback trials.
In a direct comparison of the two types of informative feedback trials, the activation in the amygdala, insula, putamen and SMA was reliably greater on positive feedback trials. Interestingly, the bilateral insula and right putamen showed a significant difference in the uninformative feedback N negative feedback contrast, with a larger BOLD response on the uninformative trials. The insula response was located within the posterior portion, whereas it was more anterior in the negative feedback N uninformative feedback and positive feedback N uninformative feedback comparisons.
In order to determine if there were any run effects or feedback × run interactions, the mean beta values for the predefined, hypothesis driven ROIs were entered into a 2 (feedback type) × 4 (run) ANOVA. Because the two feedback conditions were not presented within the same functional runs, the feedback conditions were restricted to either positive feedback vs. uninformative feedback or negative feedback vs. uninformative feedback. None of the ROIs exhibited a main effect for run. Similar to the small volume correction results, most regions showed a main effect of feedback (all p b 0.05) (Fig. 4) . The bilateral amygdala showed a quadratic run effect for the negative feedback condition × run interaction (left: F(3, 30) = 3.257, p = 0.035; right: F(3, 30) = 4.154, p = 0.014).
Discussion
Learning requires the use of feedback. Behavior can be positively reinforced to promote a desired behavior; alternatively, behavior can be negatively reinforced in an effort to decrease the likelihood of an undesirable behavior. In most empirical studies of reinforcement, positive and negative reinforcements are intermixed, at least implicitly. In the current study, we introduced a task in which feedback was completely uninformative on a large proportion of trials. In this way, we sought to isolate the neural responses to positive and negative reinforcement as well as compare the neural systems involved when the learning was based on one type of reinforcement or the other.
Our results demonstrated two main findings: First, all our ROIs were significantly responsive to positive feedback, and a majority of them were likewise responsive to negative feedback. This suggests that the valence of feedback may be less important than the motivational significance of the feedback. In our association task, informative feedback was highly significant to learning associations, whereas noninformative feedback was not. However, our task limited potential motor responses to just two; if additional responses were possible we may have seen a greater discrimination between positive and negative feedback. Second, our findings demonstrated that regions commonly associated with extrinsic reinforcers also respond to symbolic cues. This supports the notion that the context in which reinforcement is presented influences its perceived significance.
Neural regions responding to informative feedback
Most of our predetermined ROIs were associated with informative feedback, regardless of valence, when compared to uninformative feedback. This observation held true for regions typically associated Fig. 2 . Median reaction times for the positive and negative feedback conditions by trial type. New trials were stimulus-response pairs that were presented for the first time within the block; unpaired trials were previously presented pairs that had only received uninformative feedback; paired trials were previously presented pairs which had received informative feedback. An ANOVA with trial type and feedback condition as factors revealed significant differences in the reaction times across trial types.
with positive feedback (caudate nucleus, nucleus accumbens) as well as those commonly linked to negative feedback (insula). The nucleus accumbens, for example, has traditionally been associated with anticipation of impending reward, such that only positive or more favorable cues produce an increased response, whereas negative or undesirable cues have no effect (Breiter et al., 2001; Schultz, 2000) . However, growing evidence suggests that salience may also invoke a response (Cooper and Knutson, 2008; Tricomi et al., 2004; Zink et al., 2004) , such that negative events, if motivationally salient, will also induce a response in the same region (Seymour et al., 2004) . The caudate nucleus is known for its involvement in action contingency (Knutson and Cooper, 2005; Tricomi et al., 2004) . The nonhuman primate literature has supported a role for the caudate nucleus in reward association learning (Kawagoe et al., 1998; Schultz, 1998; Schultz et al., 1998) . It has strong connections with orbitofrontal and prefrontal cortices; these areas are associated with sensory rewards (Alexander et al., 1990; Kringelbach and Rolls, 2004; Rolls, 2000) . As such, it may play a central role in goal-directed behavior. One functional hypothesis concerning the caudate nucleus is that it is involved in the detection of actual and predicted rewards . Interestingly, the caudate nucleus responded to negative feedback as well as to positive feedback in the present study. This differs from prior studies which show increased activation within the caudate nucleus for positive feedback and little change in response to negative feedback Seger and Cincotta, 2005) .
Although this is a small study and we should therefore interpret this finding with caution, one possible explanation for the significant response in caudate nucleus following negative reinforcement may be related to the context of our task compared to others studies providing informative feedback. In studies showing transient changes within the caudate nucleus (Delgado et al., 2000; Elliott et al., 2000) , a positive reward of some kind was always possible within each trial. In our study, however, positive reinforcement was never provided in the negative feedback runs and, correspondingly, there should never have been an expectation of positive reinforcement. Moreover, the absence of feedback in this condition was ambiguous. Thus, these results suggest that the caudate nucleus response may have been modulated by the cognitive aspect of the task. There is some support for this in the literature, where a response has been associated with either salience or contingency detection (Tricomi et al., 2004; Zink et al., Fig. 4 . Region of interest analysis comparing mean beta values defined at each location for the contrasts positive feedback − uninformative feedback and negative feedback− uninformative feedback. Beta values were determined by the general linear model in SPM for each individual. Beta weights were averaged across an anatomical region of interest, and then averaged across subjects. Anatomical regions were as defined in an automated atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) , except for the nucleus accumbens, which was defined as a spherical region of interest (x, y, z =±10, 8, −4; radius = 8 mm). Regions with statistically significant differences between mean beta value and baseline are indicated as follows: ⁎p b 0.05; ⁎⁎p b 0.01; ⁎⁎⁎p b 0.005.
2004
). An intriguing corollary here is that negative reinforcement is not equivalent to the absence of positive reinforcement, at least when the context contains considerable uncertainty (e.g., the high percentage of uninformative trials).
In contrast to the activation in the caudate, the activation within the putamen varied as a function of the type of feedback. While the left ventral putamen responded to all kinds of informative feedback, the right ventral putamen responded only to positive feedback when compared to uninformative feedback. Unlike the caudate nucleus, which receives prefrontal inputs and is associated with high level cognition, the putamen receives a mixture of prefrontal, premotor and motor inputs and is more closely associated with the motoric aspect of S-R learning Strick, 2000, 2001) . Overall, these results are consistent with response reinforcement.
The anterior insula responded to informative feedback regardless of valence. While activation in the insula has been associated with negative events including pain (Craig, 2003) , rejection within a social context (Eisenberger et al., 2003) , and punishment in reward paradigms (Abler et al., 2005; O'Doherty et al., 2003; Ullsperger and von Cramon, 2003) , it has also been implicated in decision-making and behavioral monitoring (Casey et al., 2000; Huettel et al., 2005; Paulus et al., 2003 Paulus et al., , 2005 . While these processes would be engaged following informative reinforcement, the current results would indicate that the engagement of anterior insula here may be greater when the reinforcement is negative. It is possible that subjects experienced emotional arousal in relation to informative feedback, and that this drove the anterior insula activation.
The right cerebellar lobule VI was also activated following both positive and negative feedback. Both the cerebellum and the putamen have long been associated with motor learning. However, computational models of these two systems typically emphasize different feedback methodologies. Basal ganglia learning models focus upon the reward signaling properties of dopamine (e.g., McClure et al., 2003b) , whereas cerebellar learning models focus upon error signals generated by climbing fiber input (e.g., Albus, 1971; Marr, 1969) . Neuropsychological and neuroimaging studies have suggested that the cerebellum plays a critical role in higher cognition rather than being strictly related to motor learning and motor control. One functional account of these effects is that the cerebellum may be involved in the planning and rehearsal of actions as part of a process that anticipates potential outcomes (Bischoff-Grethe et al., 2002) . It may be that informative feedback of either valence engages these operations as the individual attempts to associate a response to a stimulus that just received informative feedback.
Learning with intrinsic cues
An important feature of this task is that even symbolic cues, associated with intrinsic reinforcement, activated regions commonly associated with more extrinsic feedback. Much of the reward literature has used some form of extrinsic reinforcement. Neuroimaging studies in humans have demonstrated responses within the limbic circuit for both primary (e.g., appetitive stimuli) (Berns et al., 2001; McClure et al., 2007) and secondary (e.g., monetary gain or loss) reinforcers (Breiter et al., 2001; Delgado et al., 2004) . However, the valence of these reinforcers may also influence neural response due to the context in which they are presented. Reward processing systems determine whether an outcome is favorable based upon the range of possible outcomes (Breiter et al., 2001; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005) ; an outcome of $0 is undesirable when other outcomes provide a monetary reward, but is desirable when only negative outcomes are possible. This implies that, within the right framework, symbolic cues could indeed drive the reward system. Our results support this hypothesis by demonstrating a strong limbic response to informative feedback trials.
The receipt of informative feedback was based upon actioncontingencies: in the positive feedback condition, a correct stimulusresponse association was necessary in order to allow the possibility of positive feedback. In the negative condition, the inverse was true. Action-contingencies may also have played a role in the involvement of the reward circuitry. Without the association learning aspect, it is likely that our symbolic cues are meaningless, and therefore would fail to induce reward-related responses. This is in contrast to primary and secondary reinforcement paradigms, in which simply attending to the stimuli activated the reward system (Breiter et al., 2001) .
Successful performance of an associative task requires forming and maintaining the correct visuomotor association. Overall, participants responded more slowly for unpaired and paired trials than they did for new trials. The effect of trial type likely reflects response retrieval: unpaired and paired trials may have been slower because they involved retrieval processes that determined whether the stimulus had been associated with a particular response on a previous presentation. Recognition that a stimulus is novel would have precluded or aborted such retrieval processes. For all trial types, participants were slower to respond in the negative feedback condition, consistent with the finding that learning tended to be more difficult with negative feedback.
The right dorsoposterior putamen and bilateral posterior insula both demonstrated an increased response for uninformative feedback when compared to negative feedback. This peak activation was distinct from that seen for informative feedback when compared to uninformative feedback. The posterior insula is associated with motor sensation and other homeostatic information (Craig, 2003) . This region responds to predictable aversive events, in contrast to the anterior insula, which responds to unpredictable aversive events (Carlsson et al., 2006) . The insula has bidirectional connections to both the amygdala and to the nucleus accumbens (Reynolds and Zahm, 2005) as well as the orbitofrontal cortex (Ongur and Price, 2000) . In the amygdala, neurons can rapidly adjust their activity to reflect both positive and negative value of an external stimulus, which is predictive of how fast monkeys learn to respond to a stimulus (Paton et al., 2006) . Therefore, the insula is centrally placed to receive information about the salience (both appetitive and aversive) and relative value of the stimulus environment and integrate this information with the effect that these stimuli may have on the body state. As anxiety can induce homeostatic changes in an individual, we suggest that the receipt of uninformative feedback in the negative condition induced more anxiety due to its context. Unless an S-R pairing had previously received negative feedback, subjects did not know the correct response in this condition. This uncertainty may have increased anxiety levels regarding task performance.
It is possible that, despite efforts for an unbiased, neutral stimulus, the uninformative feedback trials might be viewed negatively and be a source of frustration to the participant. If uninformative feedback trials had negative connotations, we would expect a reduced likelihood of activation in comparison of negative informative feedback to uninformative feedback. However, both positive and negative feedback, when compared to uninformative feedback, produced responses that 1) support the proposal that positive informative feedback is rewarding, and 2) show salience is also critical, regardless of feedback valence. It is therefore likely that uninformative feedback produced little negative interference that would confound our results.
Conclusion
An important form of associative learning requires the arbitrary linkage of an action to a stimulus. Most studies of associative learning use a trial and error approach (Toni and Passingham, 1999; Toni et al., 2001 ) in which feedback is provided on every trial. This procedure makes it difficult to dissociate the effects of feedback unless a large temporal gap separates the stimulus, response, and feedback signals.
By separating blocks that used positive and negative feedback in combination with a partial reinforcement schedule, we were able to identify areas associated with specific types of feedback. While some neural regions were associated with these processes independent of whether the feedback was positive or negative, we also observed regions that were sensitive to the valence of feedback. This experiment also demonstrates that regions commonly associated with extrinsic rewards and punishments can also respond to more intrinsic forms of feedback.
